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PREFACE.

By the term "Playing from Score" is meant the

reproduction of a work written for a number of parts

(human voices, instruments, or both) in a more or less

faithful arrangement on the piano or organ. Without some
kind of arrangement such a performance will be possible

but in few cases. An introduction to score-playing must,

therefore, elucidate clearly those principles according to

which we should proceed in cases where the strict repro-

duction must be departed from; it must also state how
to group in every case most suitably in piano form, that

which lies too far apart or intermixes too closely. Playing

from score is always a kind of improvisation of the

piano-score.

In the reproduction of a score on the piano com-
pleteness will be aimed at in a greater or less degree,

according to the practical end held in view in each case.

If the object is to help the singer or the solo-instrumen-

talist to practise his part in such a way as to become
acquainted with the working in of his solo with the

orchestral accompaniment, and accustomed to its most
prominent thematic formations, it is more important to

emphasise the detail in the melodic outline than to faith-

fully preserve the colouring. Should, however, the piano-

forte arrangement by itself take the place of the vocal and
instrumental performance, then the task will be to present
the tout-ensemble as nearly as possible with the resources
of the piano. The greatest freedom of treatment will be
allowable, when, at choir practices, it is only required to

mark the main outhne of the harmony distinctly. In such
cases it would be not only unnecessary, but even un-

desirable, to pay much attention to the detail of the part-

Riemann, Introduction to Playing from Score. I
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writing from the very beginning; it is better at first

merely to mark distinctly the main outlines of the har-

monic development. Afterwards, but only by degrees,

the thematic formations of the accompaniment itself should

be added, in order that the singers may not get confused

and irritated at the rehearsals with orchestra by their

unexpected introduction.

Special guidance is not necessary for this voluntary

departure from faithful reproduction. The principle involved

will reveal itself to us sufficiently and its handling become
famihar in attempting more difficult tasks. The special

task of playing from score is, from the beginning and all

through, rather the reproduction in the most perfect

manner of the contents of the score, so as to bring out

the thematic texture as well as to imitate the effects of

light and shade by means of dynamic gradations, varying

forms of figuration, and greater or less fulness of chords.

The comparison of a modern pianoforte score, such

as Liszt first produced, aiming directly at reproducing as

far as possible orchestral effects on the piano, with the

piano-scores of the middle of the eighteenth century,

which, like pencil- sketches, merely suggest, — e. g.

J. Ad. Killer's "Raccolta'\ of symphonies of the time be-

fore Haydn (J. Breitkopfs edition), which confine them-

selves mainly to marking melody and bass, the latter not

even in double-bass, but only in cello position — may in

some measure give us an idea of the great variety possible

in playing from score. In judging these older piano-

scores we must not forget, however, that they belong to

a time which used almost exclusively the clavicembalo

instead of our modern pianos. This instrument had special

pedals or knee levers which brought on reinforcing octaves,

and thus produced doublings similar to those produced
on the organ by the use of the mutation-stops: further it

is to be remembered that, in 1750, thorough-bass playing

was still a common practice, and an accomplished cem-
balist would habitually fill up, when required, by adding

middle parts, a composition noted only in two parts

(melody and bass). Many a Sonata for violin or flute etc.,

with *'Basso co?itimio'' has appeared in print with the ex-

press direction '' Overo Clavicembalo Solo J' But just as

little as the accompanist of the violin or flute restricted

himself to a simple playing of the bass-tones, did he rest
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satisfied with playing only two parts when performing on
a piano alone. He knew rather how to introduce at the

right time, especially at cadential formulas, modulations etc.,

the requisite fulness of harmony. In quite a similar way
we must understand the thin, toneless piano scores of

that time. The parts which, in the full score, were assigned

to other instruments for the purpose of producing fulness,

and which the piano frequently could not produce in the

same octave position, were left out, it being understood

that the cembalist would, as he was wont, produce corre-

sponding effects by means suitable for his instrument.

This procedure had a double advantage: first the essential

only was noted, and consequently there was no danger

of the player's mind being diverted from it by the auxi-

liary, and secondly the arrangement of the latter was left

to the technical skill of the performer, so that weaker
players could do less, stronger, more, to interpret the

intention of the composer. A piano arrangement that is

written out in full will always be played as it stands.

The great value of the practice of thorough-bass

playing is already evident from this preliminary conside-

ration; even to-day, when figured bass has disappeared a

hundred years from the scores of orchestral and chamber
music, the routine of improvising an accompaniment has

a very real significance as an altogether indispensable

condition for a perfect mastery of score-playing. He who
has not sufficient inventive faculty to improvise a com-
position in free part writing for the piano without fear or

effort, will scarcely acquire mastery of score-playing other-

wise than by the diligent practice of playing from figured

bass. The frequent necessary alteration of orchestral forms

of chord-efi*ects and accompaniments, into forms playable

on the piano is in reality the principle underlying the

figured bass; and the same reason which formerly led the

practical musician to the invention of the figured bass,

must even to-day induce us to practise from it.

I remark, therefore, emphatically and repeatedly, that

the mastery of the simple forms of thorough-bass playing,

i. e. the facility in improvising a correct four-part writing

in moderate tempo, is an indispensable preliminary to

score-playing. The "Catechism of Thorough-Bass-Playing"

leads the way to its acquirement and must, therefore, be
considered as the first part of the present subject; on the
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other hand practice in score playing forms the correct

continuation of the exercises in accompaniment from

figured bass, since the modifications and alterations of

methods of accompaniments so frequently required in this

kind of playing, rapidly develop extraordinary facility in

a free treatment of the accompaniment, and thus lead to

a degree of routine in improvisation, similar to that which

was demanded of the cembalist in the eighteenth century.

The careful study of thorough-bass playing and score

playing, then, is, at the same time, the proper education

for the artistic writing out of elaborate accompaniments

founded on figured basses, which in its turn serves as the

suitable training of editors, who on account of the remar-

kable growth of interest in the older chamber-music, in

the giant literature of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries for violin and other instruments with figured

basses as well as for singing voices with figured basses,

are in ever increasing demand. The independent elabo-

ration of such accompaniments with participation of the

piano in the thematic work of the solo parts, naturally

forms the conclusion of this study, and is, at the same
time, a very valuable practice in composition and one that

brings improvement more quickly than the mere reading of

comphcated works. From the latter real use is to be

expected only when the difficulties of these preparatory

exercises have been overcome step by step.

Besides some practice in thorough-bass playing, fami-

liarity with some peculiarities of the notation for certain

instruments and, as far as playing from vocal scores is

concerned, knowledge of the old clefs is a necessary

condition for success in score playing. These acquire-

ments, however, can be attained concurrently with the

study of playing from score. Those educated according

to my Harmony Manuals have already, by means of the

four-part exercises, made themselves familiar with the old

clefs as well as with the notation for transposing instru-

ments, so that these things ofi'er no new problem to

them. The strengthening by means of upper and lower

octaves which the orchestral writing so readily adds to

the real parts, is also well known to them from the last

harmony exercises. He who is acquainted with organ-

playing, is accustomed, in a still greater degree, to under-

stand easily unison and octave doublings as such, and
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to reduce to its seldom more than four part kernel the

apparently big apparatus of the many-lined orchestral

score. He knows that these doublings are principally

for the purpose of strength, and, therefore, are generally

replaced by the dynamic signs /, jf, in the reduction to

a playable arrangement for the piano. There is not,

indeed, any reason for rejecting altogether real doublings,

which, within limits, are possible on the piano. This

remark applies especially to the method of giving addi-

tional depth to the tone-effect by means of under-octaves.

To completely disregard when playing that the double-basses

give the lower octaves of the cello tones, where both

have the same notation, takes away from the orchestral

sound an essential pecuHarity, and deprives it of its

proper foundation. On the other hand, the upper octaves

of the melody in the uppermost part are not to be rejected

in every case, with the idea perhaps that these upper

octaves are sufficiently represented by the overtones,

which actually accompany the tones. It will all princi-

pally depend on the instruments to which the highest

positions are given. While flutes which accompany oboes

and clarinets in the octave, can be ignored at any time,

the omission of the upper octave will not be possible

when it is assigned to the powerful tones of the first

violins. In such cases it is better to speak also of the

upper part as being strengthened by under-octaves, and,

in case of need, to discard the under rather than the

upper octave. The actual range of the harmony, its wide

extension over four or five octaves, is, under circum-

stances, a thing that must be preserved, so that we ought

rather to sacrifice fulness in the middle position than the

extreme limits above and below.

Without compromise of some kind or another the

reproduction of massive orchestral writing by means of a

piano solo cannot be accomplished, and the exposition

of the reasons for making a sacrifice, now in one direction,

now in another, forms the principal subject of the in-

struction on score -playing, a subject which cannot be

settled with a few general remarks, but necessitates con-

sideration from case to case.

Let these preliminary remarks suffice. I do not con-

sider it necessary to give a further reason to show that

the publication of the present little volume is desirable.
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He who has appreciated the "Catechism of Thorough-
Bass Playing" will be glad to be able to make further

use of the facilities acquired by its study. On the other

hand the novice in score playing may possibly consider it

desirable, at this stage, to return to a course of thorough-

bass playing, when he becomes aware of his many de-

ficiencies.

With these few prefatory remarks I send this little

book on its mission.

Leipzig, 1902.

HUGO RIEMANN.



THE EXACT REPRODUCTION
ON THE PIANO OF COMPOSITIONS

IN SEVERAL PARTS.

The pianist is so accustomed to a stereotyped out-

ward appearance in all pianoforte music, it having been
restricted, for the past hundred years, to the treble and

bass clefs, that when playing from score he is con-

fronted with a number of new elements which at first will

confuse him considerably, but which have nothing to do
with the special task of score playing, the making of a

playable piano arrangement. Even the writing out of a

composition on three or four staves presents difficulties in

reading to one who has not already practised reading such

notations.

The difficulty increases with the use of less familiar

clefs and the transposing notation for certain instruments

(clarinets, horns, trumpets) etc. All these difficulties can be
overcome only by continuous practice, A careful teacher

will at an early stage give his pupil opportunities to acquire

facility in reading such notations by handing him older

prints of piano music, in which the soprano clef
¥-

is used for the right hand instead of the violin clef. How
Harmony exercises can be suitably so arranged that they

familiarize the Student imperceptibly with every kind of

notation, I have, since the publication of my "Skizze einer

neuen Methode der Harmonielehre" (1880), constantly

shown in my Harmony-Manuals ("Handbuch der Harmonie-
lehre'', 1888, "Vereinfachte Harmonielehre"*, 1893).

For those who have not worked according to my me-
thod, I give here some preparatory examples in progres-

sive order, which the teacher can add to without trouble.

* English Edition: "Harmony Simplified".
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Even my books on Harmony do not consider the cases

where the parts are not arranged in the usual way, but

where the upper part is placed under the lower, or, with

three parts, one of these permutations

(i = highest part, 3

I, 2, 2, 3, 3,

lowest part.) 3, i, 3, i, 2, is used.

2,3' I; 2, I.

A couple of examples will suffice to demonstrate the

point in question, and may stimulate the student to seek
and practise similar passages.

The following passage from Beethoven's Symphony
in D (Ex. i) shows the simple inversion of the order above
to below in a two-part passage. Scores are generally so

arranged that all the wind parts are placed above the

string-orchestra in one, two, or three groups, each group
observing an order somewhat similar to that of the choir

parts

:

or (older order)

(
Flutes { Kettle Drums

Wood Wind j Oboes Brass j Trumpets
Instruments | Clarinets Instruments j Trombones

I Bassoons Horns

I

Horns
Trumpets
Trombones
(Kettle Drums)

String

Orchestra

1. Violin

2. Violin

3. Viola

4. Basses (Cello

& Double-bass)

I

Flutes

Oboes
Clarinets

Bassoons

String

Orchestra

Consequently, in a two-part composition for bassoon
and violin, the bassoon part is placed above that of the

violin. The pianist is, therefore, confronted by the slight

difficulty of being obliged to play below what stands above,

and above what stands below. The difficulty is not great.

It may, however, somewhat irritate the student who is ac-

customed to the invariable modern notation for the piano,

and cause him to try and play with crossed hands, the

bassoon with the right hand and the violin with the left.

Under certain circumstances this may be a good resource;

here, however, it must decidedly be rejected.
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Beethoven. Symphony in D. (Finale,

Fagotto lO

V. I« <^

V. 2'

ajjE^: 1=1

:e:

§te^=x
if: t ^ ;.

x=^ V-f- lL=Lt=X-^—

decresc.

e^=^ ;|^^^
decresc.

i^!Ej3^S 3^^^

pi,S—1^=^: ^i=t-

vv

-iB==*=^^i^si^3|jE|^^ ',• etc.

pp

^^^^^m=^
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It is to be recommended that the transposed parallel

passage (on d' instead of a') be played also. Generally-

speaking change of hands is to be avoided in all such

cases, and the facility in disregarding the inverted po-

sition of the parts in the notation rather to be aimed
at, so that one could play the above just as if it were

written thus:

fe=^^i^fe^^i^§^^
fv

^s^ :t=^:

etc.

On this account also in the following passage for

horns from the Eroica — where the third horn is placed

on a special stave in the customary way, as a second

"first" (high) horn (or perhaps, also to mark it as dispen-

sible in case of need, when there are only two horn

players available) — we must avoid playing the third horn
with the left hand between the other two taken by the

right hand. The proper way of playing is to give the

second, lowest, horn to the left hand, and the high horns

(the ist & 3rd.), which go together in thirds and fourths

almost right through, to the right hand.

Thus the following example will prove very instructive.

3 Corni

ia Eflat.

Beethoven. Sinfonia eroica. (Scherzo).

^^^1^
^f

:t=J
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mmmt -
I I

n<-f-^^

X-t:

I 1

IW
-^ ^-T-^- i_J.-rr~J_LJ..ÜHPi-#-4-#-

^ri-r •

:^±»=EM^?=^: it:i:

The passage may in the first place be played simply

as it stands, in C major, in order to serve the primary

purpose already mentioned^ then it may be made further

useful in initiating the novice in this department into the

system of transposing notation. According to the direction

the passage is written for three horns in the pitch of E
flat, that is to say for instruments which possess the Na-
tural scale common to all ("natural") horns and having

the intervals
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i
•I -f^

8va = ^ 4 5

678

:^(i)-=e=
(^W 1^^ t]^ ::?:

10 13

(* The tone I is of no practical use)

not with C, but with E flat as starting note. It is to be
observed, however, that the C of the notation represents
the next lower E flat. Only when, in rare instances, the
bassclef is employed for the lowest notes, the tones sound
higher. The actual pitch, therefore, of the whole series

marked in Ex. 4, is as follows:

4 a. z^fc te:
-^21

2345 7 8 10

=f=^^^^?^=^
16

It is customary to recommend the mental substitution
of the bass for the treble clef for reading the horns and
trumpets in E flat or E-^ Ex. 3, then, should be imagined
as written thus:

m^n.
s

•0- •^'

etc.

EEJ
But it must then continually be remembered that the

horns sound one, and the trumpets two, octaves higher
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than they appear in this method. I can therefore only
once again recommend the method of reading transposing
notations developed, for the first time, in my "Harmony
Simplified", which settles, once for all, all kinds of trans-

positions, whilst, as is easily seen, the method of changing
clefs demands a different clef for each pitch.

Notation Sound (Horns)

8va 8va

6. 1^1^ ;ns:

^-j

E (eI?) D B (Bb) A (Ab) G F (Fjf)

basso alto

The use of the F clef on the middle line (Baritone

Clef) for the reading of the notation for horns in G^ or

of the C clef on the second line (Mezzo Soprano Clef)

for horns in F can scarcely be considered as an advan-

tage, since, with the exception of the few historians who
interest themselves in the vocal music of the i6th century,

not many can read these clefs easily.

Therefore, without doubt, the other method of reading,

namely that which, in perfect accordance with the prin-

ciple of transposing notation, reads all notes merely as

indicating intervals from c, just as if they were numbers,
is more practical.

7.

(a)
_^

(bj

i'
iä2s:

:zz:

(from c) 5^ 7 4-« 7^ 6=^ 3" 2*' 1358
It has, moreover, the advantage of making the reader

less liable to all those troublesome inaccuracies to which

the change of clef exposes him, (wrong octave positions

and omitted, superfluous, or wrong accidentals, J, b or >j).

If in Ex. 7, g'^ be considered but as the sign of

the raised fifth of the fundamental tone of the instru-

ment, /Jf as the augmented fourth, and ^b as the lowered

third etc., then the various pitches not only of the horns

and trumpets, but also of the clarinets, cornets, tubas,

the Enghsh horn and the obsolete oboe d'amour^ flute

d'amour etc., are settled once for all.
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For the reading of transposing notation nothing further

is necessary than the clear conception of the fundamental

tone of the instrument under consideration, e. g. for A-
clarinet, of the fact that all notes indicate intervals

from A (below C). Thus the notes of Ex. 7 assume the

meaning:

I -#--*^"-|^H^=ü=-t=^

(from a) 5^ 7 4^ 7^ 6^ 3^ 2^ i 3 5 8

Since, generally speaking, the pitch of the instrument

is chosen with due regard to the prevailing key it is not

unreasonable to expect that its fundamental tone be kept

before the mind. The advantage of the method is that

it extends to all cases and prevents mistakes, especially

those of octave-position and the meaning of accidentals.

Moreover, notes such as given in Ex. 7 are comparatively

rare, and group themselves easily between the i, 3, 5,

the notes of the major-chord of the fundamental tone,

which are always noted as c, e and g. If besides these,

the dominants, which are always marked g, b, and d,

i^=
3-

15. Natural tone

are kept in mind, it will be easy to deal with the passages

for horns in the scores of the classics, and to play, for

instance, Ex. 3 (Scherzo of the "Eroica") not only in j5'b

major, but just as well in D major, A major, i^ major etc.

If the original example is to serve its purpose of

instruction perfectly, and to render the insertion of others

unnecessary, we must use it in many various ways. Similarly

in the following examples, whenever the transposing in-

struments are introduced, we recommend the student to

play the parts assigned to these transposing instruments

also in different keys, in order to ensure facility in this

method of reading.

For the purpose of practising the grouping of parts

in the right position one over another, the following
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passage from the Allegretto of Beethoven's A major Sym-
phony, in which the two viohns repeatedly exchange their

positions, may be used.

V. I«.

V. 2«.

lO.

^:
PP

;^^gi^i^^

^^^m^^^^^^
m^^̂'-^^^^ -p-F-^E3S

In order to bring out clearly this crossing of parts,

it is recommended to play the contrapuntal part in semi-

quavers softly throughout.

In such cases the experienced player will often prefer

not to play quite faithfully, but to change the accom-
panying part to another octave, and to preserve only the

principal theme in the original position. The beginner,

however, should carefully avoid this procedure, and play

exactly what he has before him.

The following passage from Haydn's well known D
major Symphony demands no change in the grouping, but

only a varying distribution of the parts to the two hands.
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Flauto lO

Oboe /

Fagotto

^•7::^5=

^fe_|Ep^E^E -̂

|gg^
^=t^

i 7*^ n^-
^-&- te e-^ü»-

•- 4^'

i^^^^^n
We insert here only this one example, and merely

point out the impossibility of noting more in detail pe-

culiarities that are of common occurrence in such works
as Bach's "Forty- eight". A species of part-writing which
can be played in strict accordance with the notation is

not, even though the two hands may have frequently to

alternate in the rendering of the middle parts, a proper
object for study in a course of score -playing, but rather

belongs to the study of piano playing. Even the fact

that not two but three staves are employed for notation,

is not without parallel in piano-literature (Schumann, Liszt).

We merely point out that the above passage is to be
played somewhat in the following manner:

2. <

^i^^lBv t^

For the rest, he who finds difficulties in such a pas-

sage is earnestly recommended to study the fugues in
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Bach's "Well-tempered Clavier", or, as a preparation for

these, Bach's three-part Inventions. For he who is not

accustomed to solve similar problems of polyphonic piano

playing will, of course, fail completely, when obliged to

read together parts written on single staves that, in certain

cases, lie far apart.

Bach's "Art of Fugue", in the form as given in the

edition of "Bach Society", or in one of the old prints (in

score; in Nägeli's edition both in full score and short

score), also Bach's "Forty-eight" in the Steingräber score-

edition of F. Stade, serve most appropriately as prepara-

tory exercises, all the more because the educational value

of these studies is beyond question.

A few examples follow in which the change of parts

and the reading of transposing notations offer but a few

slight difficulties.

3. Haydn. Symphony in E flat.

2 Corni

in eI?

V.

[Sis:
U-l--^—=•:

^̂ ^^^^^^m
Clarinetti

in bI? Is 2i: :|=
t-r-f-T-*

lll^h

The horns in E\^ we know already as transposing a

sixth downwards. The clarinets in ^^ (shortly called B-
Clarinets) transpose only a tone downwards. In order to

make himself thoroughly familiar with transposing notation,

let the student play in several other keys the little passage
for the horn as well as the passage for the clarinets

Riemann, Introduction to Playing from Score. 2
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(^-clarinet [a minor third lower], i?- clarinet [a whole
tone higher], ^ flat - clarinet [a minor third higher], Alto-
clarinet in F [a fifth lower]).

14. J. Raff. VValdsymphonie. (Andante.) cresc.

Clarinetto

lO in B t^

Fagotti

Corni

in F

§^P
^^^^e=±zz^z

:2±

W'l

4—-J

^t=.^i
^

poco f

ii^s ^:
ifc=f

I

poco f
\^i^^=4E^ä=fe,^^i^

-r
w

Here, besides the change of grouping (the horn parts

are to be played in the middle), there are two kinds of

transposing notations, that of the ^-clarinets (_a tone lower),

and that of the i^-horns (a fifth lower), which naturally make
the reading much more difficult. To render it more easy,

attention should be paid to the fact that the notes of the

first horn are parallel to the highest tones of the clarinet
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Solo. The example might be read in this way: the first e I?

g of the horns is recognised as \^ from f, therefore as

a\; c, and combined with the a\;\^ of the bassoon; the

clarinet is read directly according to the intervals, in the

key of A t?, the starting tone being lowered a major second,

the passage, therefore, beginning with e flat.

Of course, it is not possible to determine every single

note of the clarinet Solo from the prime b b, as its second,

third etc., we rather combine, with the necessary trans-

position of the starting note, a direct reading of the scale-

like progression, keeping the key {A flat major) clearly

in mind.

Horns are never written with any key signature in

the notation used by our composers of symphonies, but

every Ü , t^ , etc. , that is required must be placed beside

the note. On the other hand, in the notation for clarinets,

the key of the piece is indicated by the signature, here

by the 2 t?. As is known, 2 |7 shift the fundamental scale

a whole tone lower {^B flat major instead of C major,

G minor instead of A minor). Since, however, the funda-

mental scale of the j^t^- clarinet is itself shifted a whole

tone lower (C major in the notation would be B flat major),

the 2 t? in the signature shift the key down another tone,

that is to say, from ^|? major X.o A\ major. The student

might take the following as a practical rule. The 2 flats

of the fundamental key of the ^-clarinet, as well as the

3 sharps of the fundamental key of the ^-clarinet, must
be taken into consideration along with the signature. For
instance, A ^ major= 2 [? + 2 j?; GV major ==2 b + 4i^«

F major requires only i [?, that is one less than the fun-

damental key of the -5*- clarinet; the superfluous t? of this

fundamental key, then, can be eliminated by prefixing

a jj. In other words; if the ^-clarinet plays in 6^ major,

it plays in the key of the upper fifth, that is, in our case,

in i^ major; or: i^'' major is the key that lies a whole tone

lower than G major. Similarly E major requires, on the

y4- clarinet, transposition into the key of the upper fifth,

i. e.: I J must be prefixed, which together with the 3 :^
of

A major makes up the 4 ^ of ^ major.

Whilst reading a part written in transposing notation,

such as that of the clarinets in Ex. 14, it is desirable, for

the purpose of control, to recall to one^s mind now
and again, especially when accidentals occur, the distance
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from the fundamental tone, B \;, ex. g.: ^e may be iden-

tified as third of I? flat, {^^)\ likewise g\?— gt\ will, as

transition from the diminished to the perfect fifth of ^b,

give / b and / |^ as the right notes. Raff would more
correctly have written /^—g (4^ 5) in the clarinet parts

to correspond with the ^

—

c of the first horn part, or

otherwise he should have written c\^—c in the horn part^

but to this he probably had an objection.

2 Corni

in D

V. i<

15. Beethoven. 9th Symphony. (Scherzo.)

I E 12222: 3=2^7?—-'^-
-Jl

::_<2-

^

feE^zE^E
1=tr. '^^

V. 2

:A 0-^-r—0--0—-S *-

^3=1^^iiF3=?
:ä=^
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This horn passage, too, ought to be read, under sup-

position of other pitches {A, B flat, B, E flat, E, F, G),

in other transpositions. This will cause no difficulty on
account of the sustained fundamental note. Such easy-

examples will be of more use in inculcating the principle

than others more involved, through which the student

would have to plod his way slowly and with trouble

without gaining any special lasting advantage. The violin

part of this example we do not mean to be transposed.

However useful that may be in itself, it has no connec-

tion with the special object of exercises in playing from
score. The following passage from the first movement of

Beethoven's B flat major Symphony contains more staves,

but is otherwise a very easy example.

16.

Clarinetto

lO in Bt?

Fagotto

V. lO

V. 2«

Via.

Vc. e CB.

^^=te==3

^^^^^^m
dolce.

t^^^^^^
dolce.

i^y^^ IZi

^^aiE^ ^^ ^t— —
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k=^^^=u¥-
iÖSt

-»—ß-
3=t

rtinlite:

m. ?=T^i t=|:
-»—

^

öE^t

^^Igiei^
gplE=^^^

p^Efe^r^^:1:: 4=:
Irzii

^-E^^^^^^i 2iT- li «L

For those who are unacquainted with the alto clef

(for the viola), we append here the simple means to

learn to read it. The alto clef is but a c, which has be-
come distorted and unrecognisable in the course of time

(lie lb Ife) J^st as the viohn clef is but a distorted g

[g ^ ÄjI
and the bass-clef a distorted/ {F )' Q-).

The three kinds of clefs form a chain of fifths: / c, c g\
the c of the C clef is that which should be on the line

missing between the top bass-line and the lowest violin-line.

:6a.
1=.=^

9*
Hi

If we take this line as the middle line of a five-lined

stave, then the uppermost is the <§"-line, viz: that on which
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the G clef (violin clef) should be marked, and the lowest,

the /-line, on which the F clef (bass clef) should be
marked.

It is wrong and altogether misleading to make a one-

sided comparison between the notes of the stave of the

alto clef, and those of that of the violin clef, and to see

a b instead of the c shown by the clef and translate it a

degree higher into c. He who trusts to such shifting of

the meaning to learn the notes, will be obliged to wait

a long time before the alto notes become directly legible

to him.

The example can no longer be reproduced faithfully

on the piano; at least we must partly abandon the 16*

doubling (in the lower octave) of the bass which repre-

sents the double bass going with the cello. Of course

such a plan will be adopted only when absolutely neces-

sary (in bars 4— 7). It would be better to mark the

tones of the double bass like appogiature by using the

modern technique of rapid skips.

t=^q:
P-^it^t 3=J

7S
r i -* fCf " ^
p dolce. --

•4

I9iik 1=- <5^-^ :?n -

I
^J=^=A^^=^

I

i -

(^)t=:(#)a-ZKf=

i-'

rr^^

-(*)̂̂
mm
(?r
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^^^^,

9iS

-^H
r r

i==. ^
:*/=

But the advantage to be gained by the use of the

bracketed grace-notes is not great enough to compensate
for the difficulty they involve. We shall see that it suf-

fices in such cases to mark the i6' bass now and again,

and that it may even be omitted altogether for a short

time without fear. In cases where a deep bass is sustained

a long time it is well to recall this fact, ex. g. in the

following passage of Mendelssohn's "Midsummer Night's

Dream" Overture.

Flauti

Clarinetti

in A

Fagotti

Corni

in E

^:^i^=f=f^^^^̂

I^^^^I^IHEl^l^

iiliEii 1^
pp

i=^S:
^^ r^^ -^^ :^^ :sr 17 -^^
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iJSEl^^^fal^

i S: ESeIeS3^-(S>&-\-G><S-

-^
: zg

si:^ iiazi

ifcöfbg:
1^2^

11^

I ;i^i
,"37

This might be reproduced on the piano by means
of the pedals somewhat in the following manner:

Such a rendering must still be considered as a faith-

ful representation, and not as an arrangement in the strict

sense of the word.

The well-known coda-like horn passage from the first

movement of J. Raff's "Wald" Symphony is practicable

with strict observance of the text. It is a good exercise

for our purpose, because of the necessity of imagining

the bassoon lower, and also on account of the division

on 4 or 5 staves, of which one (the viola) has the

alto clef, and another (the double-bass, which does not

go in octaves with the cello) is to be read an octave
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lower. The reading of the horn part, indeed, is completed
by interpreting the constantly repeated c—/ once for all

as f—b ^.

Fagotto

Corno in F

Viola )

Cello

Contra-

basso

^
f̂ct

T=i|:
-G>—0-

PP

PP

Sä=l-\?^-.
m

PP

ü3^^: ^ m
3^.

^^^m m
PP

m^^^^^^iä^l^-

l^ii

:fe -<s>^
zz^

JSTt ^=0^ Vr-J^

i:i2=::^;=t=3 I-

-i?d. 3^=-5

g^^lEg^fej 1fe
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Here, too, the division of the parts for the hands
comes naturally to the pianist.

^_ 1^1L
rCT

is
f;

:q==t ^^1^
"r^r

s
-M

The passage of the Andante in Beethoven^s Pastoral

Symphony in which the singing of birds is imitated, ne-

cessitates a shght arrangement in the appended cadence.

22. (Nightingale)

Flauto

Oboe S

Clari-

netti

n Bi?

te5ESEE£F^=g?^g^^^^^^
j

1^^^^^=^ p=t

(Quail)
I I

m̂P^-i=t^
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I
L
tr

i2±€: a§^
» 1 f til

=p:

a 2 (cuckoo)

I I II II
;^-^-^=^E^=g=li Z^^-^ h ß-

Fagotti

Corni

in Bt?

V. 20

Via.

Vc. & CB.

9y=^=l^^=^l=^i?^=^=^

I

:5=^:
*

»EfeM:^:

S 1 :s=
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Piano arrangement of the final cadence:

In this case either the horn fifth must be sacrificed, and
the octave doubUng of the ^j?

—

d of the 2nd vioUns by
means of the viola omitted, or the reproduction of the double-

bass in the lower octave of the cello will be impossible.

Two little examples may elucidate the problem which
the polyphonic composition of the i6th century with its

manifold crossing of the parts involves. First a passage
for three parts (2 sopranos and alto from Palestrina's five

part motet ^'Canite tuba in Siofz" (Rorate coeli desuper et

nuhes pluant justum).

23.
I

^c —

^

g^s^p-'—f-.-»- f m f
X-=X=X:-

"^

^^ i
t

IfZ

¥
—^i^^-^ßTi

:t=t:

#—!«-

'^E^
^^9-rG
a^£f

-p-

0—P-r-p-^^^EEE^E^EH^

^^
-»—#-

5q3:

i^SE^^^Ep
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An arrangement for the piano need not be given here,

but the passage should be well practised in order to incite the

student to play through entire vocal compositions. Special

attention should be directed to the thematic formations

(cf. the bracketed phrase). It would be very mechanical and
altogether unworthy of a good musician, merely to read and
play the notes as they are to sound together at every moment.
A real musician will rather pay constant attention to the

whole thematic and harmonic construction so that the

network of parts may become a most varied chain of

thematic formations all full of well defined expression.

The fifth volume of Ambros' Musical History or any col-

lection of old music that the student can get, will serve

as a preparation and diversify his exercises and thereby
make him familiar with compositions in numerous parts.

An extract from the fourth of "David's Penitential Psalms"
by Orlando di Lasso may serve as a further specimen.

24.

3S-^^ -ß S>

Si cut.

»^—f-

f
i?E^ES^ e?=t:==t:=: L_|

^
^^P^-

fc:ife=Eiiim^-
.0*..

2l»=p_-^
Sit

^^. ^=--

^^-m^,

"m^-
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1^
rat in princi - pi - o

-^^^
IS

rpzzi^i^

O:

fe^î̂ 1:===-—fegg^^ -•-«I-

t=tx
1^-

^-^.L
SägÖ y^=ir^

:t=n=t :t==t=
-#

—

Ä>—
i

gö^^^^te
^«<:r

:=H=:1i=i
^-^—t—ti

:1^=i
ifciz^:

^i^^^ 1=1: -9-0-

2Öz=:d: :^zzztt=t=:

te
ir

-^-tf ^-T-^^^f^^^i
nunc et sem per.

-^'i2=t:
_,_ _^.

f
^=p G tH^

IP
l*-i-,<5?- ß-ß-

^W=X.

?2: ^^ "-ß—ß—ßi
:Ö:

}:z±zt:ziH=[:=z:t;;zl:

^i^tz=1z=z=^zz=;
=lz|2z^izzzzz-i=zz]

:1=:|=l: ^^
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Four cadences are here easily recognisable, the first

and second in C minor, the third in B flat major, the
fourth in E flat major. Such cadences are the principal

landmarks indicating main divisions, which mean points
of rest though often interrupted by the dove-tailed entry
of fresh parts. The sensation of a new beginning pro-
duced by striking thematic formations thus balances the
sensation of finality produced by the cadences. To this

peculiarly compHcated effect the performer who rightly

understands his task, will pay constant attention, and thus

he will acquire a deeper appreciation of the polyphonic
style, which will add considerably to his own productive
activity. We insert here for the purpose of simplification

and control the passage brought together on two staves.

'^wi--
I

=1
i^ ^ Ji=-2^:;

5Eä
1-^4-

fflife^i^i^
I i I

1=5—^

—

f—^4* f=^—g

—

^—^^pz^^zz:;^^
EEE
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The great difficulty of playing a polyphonic compo-
sition of more than four parts from score arises from the

fact that the five, six, or more, parts all follow their own
course, not like the parts of an orchestral composition,

some of which are but unison or octave doublings of a

smaller number of parts which really form the nucleus.

Although such compositions, even when they comprise

eight or more parts, seldom exceed the stretch of the two

hands on the piano or organ, so that, as a matter of fact,

the parts can, with few exceptions, be strictly reproduced

by the player, still the perfect appreciation of their full

significance is often a very difficult task. True, much
that is characteristic becomes lost by reproduction on the

piano or organ. For, frequent crossings of the parts, which

in the choir are clearly distinguishable by the different

character of the various classes of voices (Bass, Tenor,

Alto, Soprano), disappear on the piano or organ in one
sameness of sound. The player can of course supplement
much by his imagination, and these exercises are not

intended for an audience, but for the studious player

himself. Therefore, he should not mind the trouble of

continually practising a capella vocal compositions with

many parts, until he has acquired such facility in com-
prehending both the details and the main outlines as will

make his playing of these scores a source of aesthetic

pleasure to himself. But while the understanding of such

complicated works is, in itself, of great value to the musi-

cian who aims at higher things, still he must not forget

how eminently useful the routine and rapid perception so

gained will prove for other purposes. He who is familiar

with the intwining of the parts in the compositions of the

Masters of polyphony can easily read the most compli-

cated passages in modern orchestral scores; he quickly

distinguishes what is merely accessory, and recognises the

nucleus of the real thematic formations in the most varie-

gated embelhshments.
To conclude what is but a preparatory chapter to the

real playing from score, I again call attention to the fact

that the most important preparation for the exercises to

be solved is the acquirement of a thorough understanding
of the complications of polyphonic composition, and that,

therefore, the playing of Bach's piano and organ works,

as well as of older vocal compositions of all kinds in a

Riemann, Introduction to Playing from Score. 3
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similar style, must form the foundation for further work.

For this purpose no book is required; firm will and
untiring industry alone are necessary. In comparison with

the wealth of knowledge, of real artistic power, derived

from that study, the whole introduction to playing from

score appears scarcely more than a collection of practical

and utilitarian hints on the economical use of such valu-

able knowledge. It deals throughout with compromises,

with the insertion of substitutes barely sufficient for some-

thing more perfect, which is clearly perceived and fully

appreciated, which can have its full effect only in its ori-

ginal shape, when performed by a large ensemble of exe-

cutants, but which in playing from score must be replaced

by something similar, though imperfect and sketch-like. In

other words playing from score cannot lead to the com-
prehension of scores, it rather presupposes it.

Let us not be deterred from our purpose by this

conclusion; for it certainly must not be overlooked that

the playing of a score brings out the real, sensible sound,

if not in its exact quality, at least in a very valuable

approximation, and so stimulates and strengthens the

musical imagination materially. Indeed one might say

with justice that, although only what is understood can

be correctly translated from score into piano sound, still

such exercises strengthen and develop the understanding

and enable the student to proceed with others still more
difficult. Therefore, one must naturally conclude that the

study of polyphonic piano and vocal music serves not so

much as a preparation for initial attempts at playing from

score, but is rather during this whole study the most

important means for advancement.

To master simple orchestral compositions in playing

from score, an elementary education in polyphonic playing

is quite sufficient. But to thoroughly understand the most

noble creations of the great masters, the entire training

that can be derived from the polyphonic school is neces-

sary. Thus only do I wish the reference to polyphonic litera-

ture to be understood. It is not that we can complete

its study and then proceed with more difficult tasks. But

it remains throughout, until the very highest ends are

attained, a true Mentor. The playing of fugues and other

compositions in the strict style written for the piano or

organ, as well as the rendering on an instrument compo-
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sitions written for voices, forms, therefore, the most

important preparation for all stages of playing from score.

For reasons already given, however, we must refrain from

devoting more space to it in the present work by the

insertion of a greater number of examples, just as we are

unable to practise systematically the equally important

basis, thorough-bass playing. It can only be shown here

how, on the foundation of knowledge and skill acquired

elsewhere, playing from score develops into the art of

arranging, for a single player at the piano, music com-

posed for a large ensemble of instruments, in a manner
which often differs very much from a strict rendering of

the notes as written.

II.

SIMPLE FORMS OF ARRANGEMENT.

We pass now to playing from score proper by at-

tempting to play through connectedly on the piano a

complete work written for an Ensemble. Mozart's string

quartet in D major, which is easily available to every

student in Payne^s miniature score edition, may serve as

base to this first practical attempt; in it we shall find

numerous opportunities of inserting general remarks. As
no transposing methods of notation of any kind are used
for string instruments, the pianoforte player meets with

nothing unusual except the use of the alto-clef for the

viola. In some works the tenor clef is much used in solo

passages for the violoncello. Instead of it, Mozart has in

various places introduced the violin-clef, using it in the

same sense that it is used in choir scores when employed
for tenor voices, namely that the notes are written an
octave higher than they sound. Those who have already

been made familiar, in their harmony exercises, with such

methods of notation, and have, in the same way, got

accustomed to the four parts being written on separate

staves, will find, as a rule, no other difficulty than the

occasional inability to play with only two hands the com-
3*
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position as it is written, a difficulty which constitutes the

real problem of playing from score.

As the quartet chosen is very easily understood and
homophonic almost right through, the problems it contains

are fairly simple and easily solved. The first eight bars

(until the entry of the cello) can be quite easily played

by the merest novice without even omitting or inverting

a single note. If he has thoroughly grasped the meaning
of the alto-clef, as explained on page 22, he will without

hesitation read the note of the first four bars as d, be-

cause it stands right above the c that is firmly impressed

on his mind. The teacher would do well to direct the

attention of the novice again and again to the meaning
of the middle line as c, namely the middle c of the piano.

Those who have learned the notes on the plan set forth

in my "New Pianoforte School" will easily get familar

with the idea that a five-lined staff may have several other

meanings besides that of treble and bass. In bar 6, when
the pupil has correctly defined the a of the viola from

middle c^ he can at once, without any further reflection

read the following notes as a succession of seconds, a, b,

c^, d, (parallel in thirds to the cf^, d, e, f^, of the second

violin). The pupil himself will soon, indeed, find facilities

of this kind when reading; but the careful teacher will

save much time by drawing his attention to them, on
every occasion from the beginning.

As regards bar 9, in which the principal melody
hitherto played by the first violin is taken up by the

viola, and the introduction of the cello adds a fourth part

to the harmony, the question presents itself, whether we
should adhere strictly to the notation, or allow ourselves

to deviate from it in order to bring out the melody more
effectively. To play it quite strictly is by no means
impossible.

26. (
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i trö;

' J iU
:J!r

Ü3^
I J i

i i

Many objections, however, may be raised against it,

for instance the very inconvenient technique in the first

and last of these bars, which necessitates bringing the

melody into prominence by special pressure on the melodic

notes (in compositions of a homophonic character con-

ceived for the piano, complications of this kind are very

seldom met with), and again the impossibility of preserving

the legato of the accompanying quavers. The tone repe-

tition which in the condensed notation strikes the eye at

once (ist bar /^, 2nd bar c, 3rd bar b, 4th bar c^ and

then e) has a peculiar effect on the piano. It destroys

the legato and brings forth a difference to the first four

bars that is not intended and is not to be found in the

original setting for string instruments. The first violin

produces its /jj a /Jt a in as perfect a legato, as the se-

cond its a /^ a f^\ the absence of this effect is a decided

loss. A possible remedy would be to give to the figure

of the second violin the lower /^ (which is not found on
the violin).

27.

But this method could be adopted with success in

this one bar only, a corresponding inversion in the

following bars would carry the tenor part below the- bass,

.and this would disfigure the design and spoil the part-
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writing. It would be better and more practical to try

to substitute partially crotchets for repeated quavers.

28.

m
T

I

iSilsi^Sl!T=' ^ t -^ * •? *

:J==--^^^^m -fe .f.

?^^3=i

Yet even these attempts still involve the technique

more than would be in accordance with the simplicity of

the passage; for in reality it is nothing but the repetition

of the beginning an octave lower. We can, therefore,

easily disregard the fact that in the first and last bars the

accompaniment is over the melody, and accompany right

through as in the opening bars.

te
f

29.

%
,rp_pgn JjJjl^JTjl

T
I

x-=x :t=r
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pi 1^ s^3=^

2JIE

In boldly adopting this simplification we make a

rapid step in advance in the art of playing from score.

For naturally such a procedure presupposes conscious

discernment of what is important, essential, or merely
subsidiary in the intention of the composer and in the

effect. We decided that it is not the rising of the accom-
paniment above the melody in the ninth and twelfth bars,

that is specially desired, but rather the continuance of the

legato; that we assigned the accompaniment in bars 9—12

to only two parts instead of three, was the natural conse-

quence of the short distance of the bass from the melody.
We might have gone a step further and given the middle
part the form of the second violin in bars i—4 without

fear of misinterpreting the intention of the composer.

The following bars can be rendered on the piano
exactly, without any change. The fact, that in bar 14 both
violin parts are placed under the melody is no longer

a novelty to us; the only thing necessary is to invert the

parts mentally, preserving intact the pitch as written. In

bar 23 the violoncello (notated with the violin-clef) takes

the lead and causes for five bars some slight difficulty in

the reading.
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30. <^

w ^i^
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rii ^

ü^ SE^3:

^t^^^=^^

^N^^i^^^^^J
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Pf=|==^fci ^:

The cello in the violin- clef is, as we have remarked,

to be read an octave lower; it begins therefore with the

same a as the second vioHn. As a matter of course the

right hand takes up the cello at first, but must assign it

to the left in bar 25, in order to take up the first violin.

In bars 27— 29, the limits of what is possible to play on
the piano are exceeded; it is absolutely necessary to dis-

pense with the high a in bar 27; it can be replaced,

however, without any real loss, by the next lower a. On
the other hand it would be better to dispense with the

lower bass-tones in bars 30—32, so that the entire passage

would stand thus:

31. ' iitt*

i^s^^p^^
^i=^:m ^ s
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V, 2»

Vc.
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dolce

S=fei

43

i

rrrf—«^T

%--

IZi

r **i I

etc.

^^mm
Yet all can be played exactly, and nothing ought to

be changed, since here the crossing of the parts is clearly

a desired effect. Bars 44 to 47, however, cannot possibly

be played as they stand, so that they are in absolute

need of an arrangement. The imitation by the second
violin of the motive of the first violin must, above all, be
preserved throughout intact.

33- <

l^^^^^ig

m
wm^^^^
r>^v

T=^fe

t=t

H^^
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m.
«/• */•

^f

i'§^^^^^
#: ^-ß-0-

::=ä:

ii^^^ f-f-t^

&m #:

A solution satisfying all demands is scarcely possible,

except by having recourse to dificult skips in order to

save also the low £ of the cello.

34.

p^
PJSS

^^ iF--s=t9t

irtrnr—r Sg«I
etc.
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This is a resource, however, that involves great diffi-

culties for the nonpianist, and one that ought not be
employed at least in simple exercises. Therefore it only-

remains to dispense with the low E for the accent on the

first beat of bars 44 and 45, and to replace the sforzando

chords, bars 46—47, by other combinations that may be
easily played on the piano. In doing so it will scarcely

make any diff"erence, if the imitation is laid an octave

lower, to avoid too thin a sound effect, and if a middle

e is added to the right hand to fill up the increased

distance.

35.

&^^^^|s

P^^
kM ^^^m

sf

m\

sf

i
i

'

mWW täLJ%M^
sf^
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If the main principle be that the aim of playing from
score is just to present orchestral writing in a form suitable

for the piano, then it will be possible, without incurring

the censure of irreverence, to venture such alterations at

any time, always provided that the principal features of

the design are not disfigured.

The appended cadences completing the first part,

which follow, also require a whole series of similar easy
transformations. Bars 49—54 can be performed without

change, being quite suitable for the piano. On the other

hand, it would be useless in bars 55—57 to harass oneself

with exact rendering, somewhat in this manner:

36.

%=^-h-
aAjL^aA^^ —

i
etc.

231

'1

-.t^-=±

This will always be troublesome for the performer.
It fully suffices here to give the principal motive alone
to the left hand, to bring into narrow position the widely
separated chords of the three upper parts, as is usual in

thorough-bass playing, and to indicate the shakes only in

the upper part.

—t—i-i—--^—p-fcö ^^-3^E^
f

-
I
— P NB. ^ J

Mi
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The piano passage, however, at (NB.) can again be
strictly preserved, without producing the effect of a change
of position.

Bars 6 1—64 allow again a little freedom of treatment,
inasmuch as the chords under the triplets can be reduced
to three tones without loss, by omitting the e so incon-
venient for the right hand, and in bar d-T^ both lower
parts may be united in one.

38. ^ . ^ .

?i^
::|^

rn

Although the form of Ex. 38(3: presents no special

difficulties, still its simplified substitute is clearly the form
most usual for the piano (especially with Mozart), and
here it perfectly fulfils its purpose. A slight simplification

may be permitted in bar 70, namely:
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instead

of (b)

m ^i -^-#

-«
^m

1SL

What leads us to this decision is not so much the

impossibility of playing the original, as the perfect suita-

bility of the simplified form in the present case. Besides,

Ex. 39 ^ obscures unnecessarily the part writing in the

last beat of the bar, which is not the case in quartet

playing on account of the softer tone of the viola.

The first eight bars of the second part (beginning
of the development, bars 78— 85) can be played exactly.

It may be remarked, however, that it suffices to strike the

syncopated chords without sustaining them, whenever the

hand is required elsewhere.

40.

It is one of the most important and useful privileges

of the piano composition, that tones forcibly struck and
quickly lifted can appear and be understood as being
sustained. Thus, while it is not impossible to sustain the

chord marked * above, there is no great need for doing
so. By means of the pedal, indeed, the sound could be
sustained, although the keys have been released. But it

should be clearly understood that, even where this is not

possible, the simple striking of the tone suffices to make
player and hearer imagine it to be of longer duration,

wherever the context demands it. It is this special property
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of the piano, acknowledged by common consent, that

renders it at all possible for it to take the place of a

broad full-voiced composition.

Bars 86— 93, which cannot be rendered exactly, form
another problem.

41. /

-0-^- -(•—

,

<s>-
:p^P=p=:

^^.
r*

m^, 1(2::

iip§=i; 3^^

|^^i^|5^j^E|[
i-

m- ~Z2l -zz.. I

m.»=j l^i=^=|5^i=^[

The contemplative repose which the accompaniment
of this song diffuses by means of the sustained g of the

viola and the legato arpeggios of the second violin (in

quavers) and of the cello (in crotchets), ought on no
account to be endangered by troublesome attempts at exact

Riemann, Introduction to Playing from Score. 4
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reproduction. The piano-player must rather discover a

form which will secure this reposeful mood. If we picture

to ourselves the rhythmical elements of the original form
of the accompaniment, we see quaver figuration (viola)

combining with crotchet figuration (cello), but throughout

with the characteristic resting on g^ the tones of the G
major chord merely moving to neighbouring notes,

harmony figured is this:

I

The

42 a. ^pp^^ w

We shall, therefore, preserve this characteristic, if we
combine the quaver movement and the sustained g of the

two middle parts in the bass by means of a ^ repeated

in syncopated crotchets, and join to the melody, to streng-

then it (as compensation for a sustaining second violin),

as much harmony as the right hand can conveniently

manage.
Instead of the following which looks somewhat stiff

and needlessly complicated.

42 b.

we had better use a simple quaver notation, which, being

played legatissimo , means exactly the same thing, and
besides represents a sustained g in the bass, thus: —
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r-,->-.

;5)t=i:
^i^^F-iSzJzj m &^

_j^_j-;-i-j-j-j-4-j-,-jrrp-^nqT;_^_^-j-4-,q-j-j-j

The following bars stand in need of no arrangement.

They form, however, an excellent exercise on account of

the repeated changes of position. Of course one does
not play

44. NB.

I^eEj^ l^iM
:5ifi^:

:^t==l
^^

t=t-^
etc.

NB.

Bife^:^^i^gi
but:

SS^

That is, it is better to give a repetition of tones to that

hand which is immediately afterwards engaged in the same
position, than to let the same hand perform the repetition

and then quickly make risky skips.

In reality these things belong purely to the technique
of piano playing, and properly speaking should not be
dealt with in this treatise.

The close imitation of bar 98 can, and therefore

should, be rendered exactly.
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45. ,»^

%=§=\-yir. n

im
NB.

5i
^1"

te^H^^i^^E^^^t̂=«r:rt=i=

i'

1^

In bars loi— 102 (at N. B.) the replacing of the sus-

tained ^ t' of the second vioUn by ^ t? repeated is desirable

for technical reasons. For, in any case, the ev must be

abandoned after the Schleifer b\? a g. This, however,

entails the danger of losing sight of it completely and of

misunderstanding the progressions of the parts. The effect

of the e\? being held on into the following bar, would
then of course be entirely lost. The last bars of the de-

velopment (bars 105— 116), which lead back to Theme i,
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contain further combinations of thematic motives; they
are, therefore, not properly homophonic, but full of contra-

puntal elements demanding mature consideration, and as

they cannot be played on the piano as written they offer

some difficulties.

To play passages like the following:

46.

^#:
#=^ ß-m

arpeggiando, would be recommendable only, if there were
reasons for keeping all the notes in their places, that is,

if every part were thematic, and nothing mere filling

matter. That, however, is not the case. In passage (a)

it is manifest that the second violin merely joins the cello

in the staccato step downwards. In (b) it is similarly mani-

fest that the three parts ascend together in chords, and
only the upper part is to be preserved intact. We shall

therefore render the passage thus:

^^il^Hg=^^^
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pS^^B *r.^f.

=P^FI? ;I^^fS

theme

-Im 1
i S -H« ? < «
l=:f=:3:r=t=i=±

I. u ^.. .

rr-5:-f^--f

pg^^^g^g^pE^ii^^

^^£._-=.

The recurrence of the theme is so faithful that even
the transposition beginning in bar 158 constitutes no new
problem. Only bar 176 deviates somewhat from bar 61,

because the triplets are given at first in the lower position

of the first violin, and only gradually work up to the

higher positions; therefore the first chord-accent must be
given in the higher position whilst the others shift into a

similar position as in bar 61.
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48.

iB^J^^B^Egi

inJii*
etc.

iiip i=i:p-z=i:

Naturally the two closing chords of the composition,

their forms being determined merely by the technique of

the violin, are replaced by two full chords suitable for

the piano, care being taken to preserve what is essential,

namely the highest and the lowest notes; therefore, in-

stead of

49.

a
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F major

I I

D major:

J.

Bj7 major: A major;

EJ? major:

I 1

t ^-

E major:

il=E:1=f » 4=J: g^
The majority of these are most unsuitable for the

piano, (those extending over two octaves and even further).

It would be folly to wish to reproduce them faithfully in

playing from score, since, in the vast majority of cases,

they originate from no special artistic intention, but often

enough are a modification of the composer's idea to suit

the special technical requirements of the instruments. It

is only right, therefore, to play such chord-accents on the

piano according to pianoforte methods. Even the preser-

vation of the highest tone is not always required. One
should make sure, especially where wind instruments as

well as strings are employed, whether the highest notes

of the violinchords are really meant as highest notes : or

whether the forms used are accidental, being found suitable

for technical reasons.

We come to the „Andafite'' of the quartet, the prin-

cipal theme of which, although in a deviating species of

time, shows a strong relationship to Mozart's composition

on Goethe's „Veilchen":

'^m^m^^^^^
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The first theme is assigned in octaves to the vioUns

during thirteen bars, and under the second viohn the viola

accompanies in parallel thirds for eleven bars. As the

cello is not far from the viola, it is easy to reproduce the

composition exactly, by employing now and again skips

in the left hand; the right hand can then play the octaves

right through. In bar 4 the demisemiquavers should be
played merely in unison.

52.

i#iiÄi
r?

I I I I

On the other hand the two-part passage of bars 16—17
is played as it stands in octaves by both hands. The
bridge -passage which modulates to the Dominant presents

at first a form common in piano playing, namely, a me-
lody to be played by the right hand, and an accompani-
ment by the left which marks the bass on the beginning

of the bar and follows it by repeated chords representing

the middle parts.
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.

This two-bar melody-phrase runs through the four

parts (cello, 2nd violin, viola), and, on that account, the

accompaniment changes its position; but since it can be
played exactly right through, there is no necessity for an
arrangement. It is necessary, however, if one adheres

strictly to the position, to play the melody, when it crosses

the accompaniment, somewhat more loudly in order to

preserve the clearness of the design.

In bar 27 for the first time the position becomes too

extended and, consequently, either the low B in the cello

must be given up, or the second violin be assigned to a

different position.

i^

111 f

iiiiigi
*ii

!^eJsi.pgS=Eii
Wr-^fWf

I
I I

I

The passage is an excellent exercise in mentally

transposing the staves on account of the higher position

being assigned repeatedly to a part notated on a lower

staff; beyond this, it requires no further explanation. In

bars 55— 56 the sustained e should be placed between

the two c^, if taken into account at all. The slight de-

viation occuring in bar 63 is scarcely worthy of mention.
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IL if ^ V ^^\ instead of:

•* ir

59

Only a few remarks are necessary as regards the
Minuet. The initial turn is not to be played in thirds,

but merely in the upper part. The c ^ oi the second
violin should be played an octave higher by the right

hand instead of arpeggiando by the left.

i
... '

' c^.

tetiictt:i
sf^

Bars 13— 16 afford an opportunity to utihse our tho-

roughbass routine. In them the exact reproduction of the
second violin is practicable only by the frequent help of
the left hand. This even is difficult and useless. As the
quaver-movement of the second vioHn only joins in that

of the first, it is not essential to the rhythmical effect. Since
it is also not thematic (the entire Minuet is conceived
throughout homophonically), we may treat it in the same
manner as the viola, merely as a middle part filling in

the harmony, and place the chords at convenience between
melody and bass according to the rules of four-part com-
position. Unconcerned by these considerable deviations,

we may trust to the correctness and good effect of forms
well known to us.
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I I I

^ % ^ ^

^«fe
-_zr=f=:E

It is not advisable to ignore the doubling of the turn

in thirds in the following bars (17— 23), as we did in bars

I and 9, since it stands isolated as two-part writing (upper
and lower part); it must, therefore, be played with both
hands, since such rapid two-part passages for one hand
are not suitable for score-playing, which is not meant for

virtuosi. To do this, we must, however, give up the oc-

tave doubling oi g^ and a^ from bar 21 on.

58a.

=3=::=:1=pzz|iz::=z:::iz=t=#|=

The turn in double octaves bar 32 is to be simpli-

fied again, the violins being played at first in the same
tone-position as the viola, and the higher octave being

added only afterwards.

,58b. ^ ^ ^^ ^

P—#-
ä»=r=:
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A problem is presented only in the final bar, where,
over the three lower parts already complete, the first violin

is brought, in double stoppings, up to the ^3. This is

an effect which we should lose unwillingly; yet we cannot
well preserve it otherwise than by sacrificing either the low
D of the cello, or the viola part which goes in sixths

with the second violin.

either

:

59.

-^^̂ m
tiö:

r

i i i

l^^isii

^pi^

60. Cello-.

4^
it^
ä=&^

ai
The bracketed tones may be dispensed with, and thus

the accompaniment again assumes the ordinary one -part

form of piano music, which we insert here for bars 9— 12.
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^&Ff=h=F=5c=tz=ir=tqtä=tzi:z:g:t-»iH-tzr:|=N^B fiiSii
stacc.

The beginning of the second part of the Trio (bars

13— 20) is to be treated in the same manner (the first

note of the bar in the first violin part is left out conti-

nually). In bars 22—27 the sighing figures of the first

violin coming in as a kind of imitation, rather collide

with the cello-melody; it is, however, better to play them
as they stand, and, at the very most, transpose them up-
wards in bars 26— 27.

62.

i
\

^ttr
I ^ .nj

i rU I

If- r T '
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The transformation of bars 31—34, in which the first

vioHn colHdes similarly with the accompanying figure of

the viola, is a question of greater difficulty. In this case

the best plan to adopt is to leave the first violin part in

the original position, unless the player prefers to ignore

it in the first two bars altogether.

d=i=^i=::j=i

±\JL

:t:=z=izir -i=-t-

I

The filling tones of the second violin should, as a

matter of course, be introduced in the concluding passa-

ges by means of octave-doubling of the melody: in the

turn, however, this octave-doubling should be omitted.

64.
I

p:^- t I

i^'
I

The final movement of the quartet contains many
polyphonic elements, and on this account presents con-

siderable difficulties to the player. The beginning at once

assumes more of a polyphonic character on account of a

counterpoint in crotchets (viola) accompanying the prin-

cipal eight-bar theme (cello). Here also mental transposi-

tion of the staves is necessary, since the viola keeps below

the cello. The reinforced repetition (with full cadence

instead of half-cadence) requires, however, some slight
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arrangement on account of the parts lying so far apart

(at * the omission of the /j} of the viola, which will not

be missed, at ** transposition of the c^ oi the viola into

a different octave, at *** the continuation of the scale-

passage of the viola in the lower octave, at f, ff , and fjf
avoidance of technical difficulties by correctly arranging

the filling harmonies after the manner of thorough-bass

playing).

k^=i
_-g ^ ±t__ _ ^ ^i±_j._^_4:—Ü

§Lift^«E.S|

I
I

-X

r-^-\
ÜEöS

i'-^'

$

Sj; gisäsü

,
I ITTT

-=tq--t: EEEfe
It-
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These slight changes require no further justification.

— It would be altogether contrary to the main principle

of playing from score, were exact reproduction sought
after on every occasion, and inconveniences created where
they could be avoided without any real loss of effect. The
same remarks apply also to bars 19 seqq., in which the

accompanying figure of the 2nd violin and the viola can-

not be rigidly adhered to.

65 (b).

^=I=S
sfjiiz «^^«iS^

Its retention would be of no value in comparison
with such an easily played substitute as

66.

i i

9^t
fef: t==t X-

m

.n

1 I
I
iv

^^nn=r-^^
»/ H etc.

1^-^

0-^-0 J5.

The tenth at * will be rather risky, but must be ven-
tured. The repetition of the harmony notes at ** is

Rleraann, Introduction to Playing from Score. C
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advisable for the purpose of making clear part progres-

sions which are obscured by the cello passage running
through the chord.

From bars 26—27 the close imitations may cause some
perplexity. It is advisable to omit the filling tones (g, a) of

the second violin, as they cannot be played by either the

right or the left hand without considerable difficulty, in

bar 27, the b of the viola may very judiciously be placed
an octave lower:

=Tq^iii:zi=

-L -3^ -a- ^**i^J

^^=^=^^£^^

m^

S3^
etc.

At least, by these means, the principal motive stands

out distinctly, which after all is the main point. In bar

33 the cello and viola must be united in one part, so that

the bass may be distinct. The deep octaves of the cello

must, indeed, be dispensed with; the lower e chosen at *

has the advantage, over the higher one, of keeping the

bass movement uninterrupted.
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68.

t--

^4-t. 1^1^
^\-

V=X EBI

i
I I

*

wMm^^^^^B^ :P=t]=t

The demands of bars 40 seg'^. assume formidable pro-

portions on account of a sequence-like double stretto^ in

which the two violins preserve the principal motive at the

distance of only half a bar, while viola and cello, at a bar's

distance, play sportively with a staccato quaver motive.

Here we must not attempt too much, but first of all replace

the upward soaring sixths by thirds which step down, and
also sacrifice the concluding octave skips of the two lower

parts. Still we can give a fair idea of the passage on the

piano in this manner:

m ^if?g
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:ö:

=igl i

»/•

T fei -fe
^Z"^^mm^^^

The four-fold stretto of the principal motive and its

inversion bars 46—49 is possible on the piano only by a
complete change of the order of all the parts, which the

player cannot possibly find a vista.

m^-^^^^^4^^^^?--^t=tt Hf^i '=.X=\

•6

IB ii
f

Islpp^g^^i
Since, as we said, this resource is to be found out

only by various trials, the retention of the two outer
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parts with plain harmonies for the inner parts must suffice

in similar cases, as for instance:

Thus we have adopted again the method of freest

treatment, which will be absolutely necessary for the con-
tinuation.

Only two parts are in reality essential in bars 52— 56.

The third and, from bar 54, also the fourth are only
fillling, and, as they keep within the range covered by
the upper part, it will be best to take notice of them only
in so far as can be done without confusion, otherwise to

ignore them.

72.

i^^^e^^^
I

P x-=^x==x-

^^äi^sS^
mMfS-=^
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tr

^i^^mir^^.

i=±==i:

=^^^=1^

:[:=[:={::

It would be quite possible to preserve the quaver
movement of the middle parts at the close; but, as the

shake gives sufficient fulness, it is quite superfluous to

preserve the quaver movement.
Bar 54 affords an example of how even a very simple

composition in three parts can be quite unplayable on
the piano (neither above nor below are two parts in suffi-

cient proximity for one hand). The sound effect of the

original will be best attained by leaving both upper parts

in their positions, and by indicating the bass in its ori-

ginal position at the beginning of the bar, and transposing

it an octave higher for the rest. In bars 60 to 61 the

right hand must also play the 2nd violin, which is to be
transposed to the higher octave.

73-

twice

a ti £ Ittlt^L ^jj, Ist u

^i

-. II -.1)1 llll *,l|'

—^-^-
;^^=t^
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$-

I J

:«

—

ß-

t=t-

'M-^

-I^1-J. -^ J-i
2?=i|:

-?-r-r

I« 1« JC

f-^_._,_^_^.^_^X^^^

In bars 67 ^^^^, it is advisable to give the chords to

the left hand alone,

74.

"^f =t- ^
and to preserve the semiquavers of the ist and 2nd violins

fully in the first violin alone, suppressing the second semi-

quavers in the second violin.

_^i ^^ 5^

V sj

Thus we have shown approximately how the closing

movement may be managed on the piano. All further
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difficulties that present themselves must be solved by ana-
logy with what has been said. The octave passages of

the cello and the viola in bars 8i seqq. are, as a matter
of course, not played, but only either the cello or the

viola part, the melody, however, as in Fig. 65. In bars

107 and III the chords may be made playable by raising

the bass or lowering the viola, or, in the latter case, by
continuing the viola in the lower position. In bars 114 seqq.

the arpeggio technique must necessarily be employed, if

the imitation is at all to be preserved. The difficulty is

not very great, as it is a matter only of tenths in slow
movement. The entire passage up to bar 126, where
again all difficulties disappear, can then be rendered exactly.

It is not, indeed, easy to play the passage, yet this is less

on account of the skips of tenths, than of the continued
triplet figuration. It is not necessary to write out the

passage, since there is absolutely nothing to be arranged,

and only a few notes (the shakes of the viola, bars 121
and 123) are to be mentally transposed (to be played
with the right hand, below the violins, as they are written).

The most appropriate way to render bars 169 seqq. play-

able is to give up the upper semiquaver movement, and,
in its stead, to change the lower movement in such a
way that, instead of the first single tone, a third will be
played at once, and the sixth struck afterwards. This, in-

deed, is rather free treatment, but it serves its purpose
and renders the omission tolerable.

76.

=t:i=t:=:
E

ai^^s^ii^^^
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I

i

%=^,.
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—

-^

t—e e g i-6-e-

^£^

:2±—5: 5g=E2EäEEE:4E:-^lEä
-i^—f

—

etc.

Pi :^:
:2^::

The following, up to bar 190, can be rendered faith-

fully by- making use of a few skips of a tenth [e. g. bar

183 for d—y^ff). It necessitates, however, a continual

change of the grouping. This passage forms an excellent

exercise. Bars 191—200 require, on the other hand, entire

remodelling, so that the melody in the upper part, as well

as the triplets of the cello and viola, may be retained

exactly, though only in the form of one continuous part;
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the right hand giving, in syncopated fashion, as well as

possible, the harmonic completion after the manner of

thorough-bass playing.

77-

\^-i
I i

5=?:

i-^^^sSit^^:
i^-? 1=5 r

fc -•-i; »

^tit:±m^^^m^̂ ^^^^
=i-=d
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Of the remainder of the Coda, only the last eight

bars require a simple arrangement:
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The quartet has brought us forward considerably.

Even compHcated orchestral works seldom present more
involved problems than the various stretto passages of

the last movement. In any case we have learned how
to proceed, when the production of the entire thematic

web was impossible, and how to omit what can be dis-

pensed with in any way. The student of score-playing is,

then, earnestly recommended not to content himself with

playing through this one quartet, but also to study others

as they come under his notice. Once he has learned to

manage quartets, he has mastered the most difficult part

of the art. Our succeeding remarks are scarcely more
educational, but they are certainly more interesting, and,

therefore, entice us only too easily and too soon from the

playing of quartets.
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III.

SUBSTITUTES FOR ORCHESTRAL
EFFECTS.

The writing for a greater ensemble, an orchestra, is

as a rule less involved than that for a string quartet. Not-

withstanding the frequent combination of pairs of instru-

ments (2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 trum-

pets, 2 horns, 2 or 3 trombones) on one staff, the number
of staves to be read simultaneously is, indeed, usually

greater than four- since, however, many parts are only

octave or unison doublings (simplified or exact) of others,

the large number of apparent parts is reduced to a small

number of real parts, which often does not even reach

four, and but seldom is more than four. Octave-doubling,

which played a fairly important part in the Mozart quartet

which we have gone through, is, strictly speaking not

suitable for quartets, and is but seldom used; it is all the

more frequent in the orchestra, in fact it is characteristic

of orchestral composition. Since octaves are only even-

numbered upper tones strengthened (see „Catechism of

Acoustics'' p. 98), they may be replaced in score playing

by a stronger touch. In other words, the discovery of

the real parts, which are frequently strengthened by means
of others, is a leading principle in the playing of a com-
plete orchestral score. At the same time this principle

must not be pushed too far. It would not at all be suffi-

cient to represent a unisono of the whole orchestra by
the tone of the double-bass position only, though played
as strongly as possible. For, by doing so, the different

tone colours which are combined in the Tutti would dis-

appear completely. The tone colour depends, however, to

a great extent on the real pitch of the tones produced;
and the colour-effects of, for example, the horn can be
particularly well imitated on the piano in the small and
once-marked octave, those of the clarinet in the once-
marked, those of the oboe in the twice-marked, and those

of the flute in the thrice - marked octave; and the effect
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of the complete orchestra cannot be produced on the

piano otherwise than by playing the high tones along
with the low ones, notwithstanding the fact that these high
tones are already produced as overtones. Therefore, an
orchestral effect can be brought out on the piano better

by four than by two hands, because four hands can play

simultaneously all the notes within the entire range of the

orchestra.

It is evident that the real orchestral sound cannot be
produced on the piano, and much devolves on the musi-

cal imagination to vivify the colours from remembrance,
just as the optical imagination paints a one-coloured, or

a black and white, picture. Besides, the sensitive pianist

knows how to assimilate in various ways, by means of

the touch, the sounds of the piano to that of various in-

struments, so that the illusion of hearing horns, bassoons,

or trumpets is materially strengthened; this possibility is

particularly important for solo passages. Yet we do not wish

to confine the task of score-playing to such a refined wor-
king out of the colours of the orchestra, we maintain
rather that score-playing undertakes to give not a perfect

equivalent, but only a substitute for the orchestra, and
that, in the first place, it serves the purpose of making the

reading of an orchestral score more beneficial by giving

the sensible tone eff"ect, and thereby making it more easy
to enter into the details of the construction.

Score playing is for the reader of the score, not for

the auditor who does not know the score; therefore, we
need pay no heed to the various little omissions necessary
in cases where it is impossible to accomplish with two
hands what is notated for ten, twelve, or more difi"erent

parts. He who reads the score while it is being played,

and more particularly the score player himself, can see

all that is meant to be represented by what he hears, and
he willingly fills in that which must needs be left out.

If we now try to apply the experience and knowledge
we have already acquired, to an extract of an orchestral

composition, we must remember, that there are, as a matter
of course, a large number of players for the string instru-

ments, and that, therefore, the quick repetition of the same
tone (T?'einolo) causes a bright lively whizzing, which is

produced to a great extent by the accompanying noise of

the bows on the strings. The efiect of such trei?iolo would
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be very poorly represented by substituting a sustained

tone for the repeated one. A peculiar treatment, there-

fore, will be required e. g. for a

1^=-'^-=

produced by the violins in a whizzin«

cannot be at all adequately represented either by a simply

sustained tone, or by a repeated one (which, moreover,

would present a technical difficulty). The proper thing to

do in such a case is to use an octave tremolo, in other

words to add a lower or higher c, not contained in the

notation.

l^ii^
Notwithstanding the strong overtones of the violin,

the addition of the lower octave is to be preferred for

the reason already much emphasised, that it is desirable

to keep within the actual limits of pitch. The opposite

rule is to be, as a matter of course, observed for a tremolo

in the bass, that is, the upper and not the lower octave

should be joined with a tremolo cello tone; otherwise it

would appear as if the double-bass played the lower

octave. Tremolo chords are played, of course, in the

manner most convenient for the piano, which will repre-

sent the notation very well; for example for

It is better to use the lower than the higher octave
to reproduce the roll, and generally quick repetitions, on
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the kettle drums, since the tone of the kettle-drums has

no strong upper-tones, but rather sounds as if darkened

by lower bye tones. It is well, however, to assign the

more important position to the tone actually notated, as

C —i-1-0 \
— \--0 ,

Ü =1: =t It 1+ q: =t
It -^ -^ -& 3^ -2?^

The first part of the first movement of a C major

symphony (No. Ill of Six Symphonies edited as Op. 4
by Hummel in Amsterdam and London) by Franz Xaver

Richter, the oldest member of the Mannheim School of

Composers, about 1750, and, with J. Stamitz, the most
important representative of the symphony before Haydn,
follows as an example for practice, to which we can attach

our remarks.

As Richter's works are scarce, I give the piece (up to

the D. C.) connectedly, so that it can be played from the

present copy, and append the remarks on its performance

at the end. Some of Richter's, as well as some of Johann
Stamitz's and Anton Filtz's symphonies are to be found

in Part i of the 3rd set of „Denkmäler der Tonkunst in

Bayern". I need scarcely say that these simple works

afford most suitable material for practice in preparation

for the playing of Haydn's, Mozart's, and Beethoven's

scores. Besides, it will be historically educational for the

scholar to become acquainted with the symphony in its

early stage, which is by no means uninteresting.
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Franz Xaver Richter, Op. 4 III, Symphony in C (opening).

79, Allegro sphitoso.
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Riemann, Introduction to Playing fi-om Score.
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Here the introductory bars give occasion to mention
another Hberty in playing from score. On account of

the separation of the two viohns and of the greater

brilliancy of the first violins, the alternation of the Cmajor
arpeggio between the first and the second violins does
not give by any means the impression of playing in the

same position, but rather, like a change between oboe,

clarinet, flute, and violin in the same position, produces
a different effect by means of different colours. We may,
therefore, transpose the part of the second violin an octave

lower. This also brings us naturally to the lower octave

required in the t7'e7nolo. By changing the form of the

ti'emolo (bar 4) we preserve the further descending of the

violins, and still add that increased brilliancy to the upper-
part rendered necessary by the addition of horns and
oboes. For the basses we place the accented notes in

double-bass position. For the Schleifer (bar 5) we natural-

ly avoid the performance in octaves by the same hand.
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Since the horns are in C, they do not transpose, but,

of course, sound an octave lower than notated. Besides,

they have throughout, Hke the oboes, only tones already

contained in the string composition, and, therefore, have

only a strengthening effect (are di ri?ifo7^zd). Their re-

entry explains \he/p in the seventh bar. The next passage

requires some consideration. The long sustained octave

of the horns lies within the range encompassed by the

strings, and with it, therefore, can conveniently be brought

out by means of tremolos. The sustained thirds of the

oboes may be omitted to ensure the clear presentation

of the melodic passage of the first violins. This can be
done without great loss, since the first oboe merely streng-

thens the viola in the upper octave. Tones higher than

those of the first violin do not occur at first; we are in

the position, therefore, to produce the double-basses and
celli exactly in the notated position, and, generally, to play

the whole passage exactly as written until bar 12, where

the sudden rise of the violins renders the composition

unplayable , and necessitates an arrangement after the

manner of thorough - bass playing. We now raise the

tones of the viola along with the violins, and continue

forming tremolos, using other tones of the harmony as we
require them.
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It would be in vain to try to reproduce exactly the

next six bars (19—24), on account of the difficulties they

contain. True, the horns are only di rin/orza, and can
easily be done without; the oboes, too, only combine in

sustained chords the notes played arpeggiatido by the

first violins, and only their final rolling figures require

preservation. On the other hand, however, the second
violins are carried on throughout independently, and the

basses, which are strengthened by the viola, require care-

ful consideration. I see no other solution than to sacri-

fice the dotted rhythm, preserving instead the ascending
passage of the second violins which leads up to the f of

the first violins, and modifying the descent of the second
violins by keeping them in the upper octave, so that the

final figure of the oboes will follow naturally.
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Bars 25—28 and the corresponding bars 33—36 are

easily managed by means of thorough-bass technique,

since only the leading of the second violins is thematic;
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the basses are to be given in octaves, and the tremolo of
the first viohns and the filling tones are to be brought in

as far as possible.
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The first third must of course be omitted from the

solo of the two oboes, which introduces a second Httle

theme of a naive character, as the closing chord of the

preceding theme requires the an octave higher (as in the
o

third bar of Fig. 83). But the ascending thirds are by
no means the theme itself; they only form a kind of

link, which begins on ^, so that in reality no loss takes

place.
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The confirmatory cadences, bars 41— 53, which con-

clude the part, require to be quite freely treated. We
omit unwillingly the upward skips of tenths in crotchets,

although they bring in no new tones; but it is impossible
to preserve more than the quaver-passage which changes
between the two violins, beginning a tone higher every

bar, the performance of the basses in octaves, and the

marking of the principal tones of the viola. The horns,

bar 41, can easily be done without, particularly as they
cannot join in the sequence:
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Riemann, Introduction to Playing from Score.
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A complete course of score playing should go through
a greater number of scores systematically, and should
show, bar by bar, how they could be reduced to a form
playable on the piano. The small size of this book,
however, compels us to impose limits on ourselves; as we
cannot have more than twelve staves on one page, we
certainly could not go beyond the orchestra of Beethoven's
symphonies. Even of these we could insert only a few
short passages, as the print of one single symphony would
fill a fair-sized volume. It is, therefore, clear that he who
wishes to learn to play from score must procure scores

for himself in order to practise his art. The "Introduction''

can only give hints and show the way. The difference

between scores of fewer or more parts as regards diffi-

culties of reading or arranging is not so great as one
might suspect. As we have seen, the string quartet often

exceeds, in its polyphonic passages, the limits of piano
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technique almost as much as does the full orchestra. On
this account, it would not be possible to have a strict

method of score-playing, in the form of a prescribed

series of complete works, at most an anthology composed
of a number of extracts of different works could be recom-
mended. But even to such a collection there is a practical

objection- for to fulfil its purpose, it should be of conside-

rable proportions, and, therefore, would be very expensive.

But in this whole subject anything like pedantry is

out of place. Under the direction of a competent teacher

no harm can be done if a student should try a passage

beyond his powers. When there are several pupils in a
class, the teacher will naturally arrange so that the be-

ginners may play the easier passages, viz. those of homo-
phonic structure and of few parts, and the more advanced
pupils the passages that are difficult on account of their

polyphonic character. The thematic parts proper are, as

a rule, relatively easy. Even where the composer has

ballasted them heavily with counterparts, the theme proper
will so absorb the attention that the most inexperienced

will strive to do it justice. The usually more figurative

bridge passages and the climaxes of the development
often combine several thematic motives, and, on that ac-

count, may become very difficult to read and absolutely

impossible to play. The two examples of Mozart and
Richter we have discussed in detail, are by no means easy.

Numerous quartets as well as symphonic compositions
show a much more simple structure. Our idea was not,

indeed, that the novice in score-playing could master these

examples without help; we intended rather to show him
how to learn to conquer real difficulties.

We repeat, therefore, let there be no pedantry in the

selection. The student should acquire a taste for playing

through, even out of class-time, any scores he may happen
to come across, and thus increase his knowledge and his

skill. Should he meet with any special difficulties, he
ought to apply to the teacher for advice.

A short example may at least give a fair idea, what
a simple kernel is often contained in passages of com-
plicated instrumentation, i. e., in passages in which doublings
are freely used, and thus help to overcome to a considerable
extent the awe of many-staved scores. I choose the beginning
of Bethoven's i^major Symphony No. VIII.

1*
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Allegro vivace e con brio.
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Although here, in bar i, the flute has the /^, the c^

of the violins is doubtless meant as the highest essential

tone. For besides being played by the two violins, it is

also strongly supported by the c of the horns and trum-

pets, which represents the three middle octaves, and by
the c of the ist bassoon. At first only the violins play

the melody, but in the second two-bar group they are

joined by the ist flute, 2nd oboe, and ist clarinet. The
fact that the flute renders the melody an octave higher,

must not mislead us into playing the melody in this higher

octave, or even into adding the higher octave. Except

in thinly scored and solo-like passages, the weak tone of

the flute is always absorbed by the sound of the instru-

ments which it accompanies. If, in bars i—4, we com-
pare the first flute with the violins, we can clearly see

that Beethoven intends them to go in octaves with the

violins, only avoiding tones above cfi as too sharp. For
this reason he even modifies the melody a little at the

end (e f g f e instead of e f g a b\f), without fearing

that this might be noticed.

It is interesting to note the manner in which the

Tutti interpret the rhythm of the melody, thus:

The holding of the harmony by all the wind instru-

ments and the basses gives to the first motive of the

violins firm unity and imparts to it, notwithstanding the

staccato of the last two quavers, legato character. The
kernel of the first four bars is, of course, this plain four-

part passage:
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The pupil can easily find out how this is strengthened

by the addition of upper and lower octaves. The holding

of the c in the middle, while the two groups of parts

moving in thirds are separating, adds a 5 th part (kettle-

drums, horns, trumpets, 2nd flute). An arrangement on
the piano must not, of course, choose this middle position

for all the voices, all the less as the orchestra does not

represent the melody in this position at all, but it will

play the melody in the position of the ist violin, and
the basses likewise as noted. This makes it necessary

to join any harmonic filling to the melody. Even the

thirds that double the bass (bars 3—4) had better be
played, as well as possible, by the right hand, lest the

octaves of the basses should have to be sacrificed. To
add them in double-bass position is altogether unfeasible.

The after-section, assigned to a wind quartet, had
better be played strictly in four parts, that is to say we
ought to ignore the ist oboe, which mixes up the two
upper parts, considering it, like the 2nd oboe and ist flute,

as merely strengthening. The entry of the horns (in

octaves with the bassoons) is to be marked merely by
striking the chord again. We shall play, therefore, thus:

88.

1^
iiE*

5*

,#-^-»-T—5-

S- iiigsi^

imüpiüs
(4):;

! fiji t-g± 1_# * S_t.= I =— I r I

dolce

I

I
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The repetition of the after-section by the tuiti is to

be managed again after the manner of thorough-bass
playing, that is by conserving the melody (ist and 2nd
violins in octaves) and the basses:

-- -.^-
-

- ^fi

/^ ^^

=^Sd EÄä^E=;^^a^^=fi

j^- 1. n 1 1 1 1 1 1 T 1 T r^^'^"^^-

-<a--

(4)^. (4 a):

^ V V (8 = 2)
•*"*-Tr#•*-# -^ -^
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r^

NB.

3. 3

Bars 12— 20 can scarcely be played differently from

bars 20—30, although the score, in the latter ten bars,

presents quite a different appearance in the wind instru-

ments. Merely and solely the drum roll might be taken

account of (ex. 89 at NB.), but for the rest the heavier

instrumentation could at most be suggested by a stronger

touch (piu f).
A few bars each from the Allegretto scherzando and

the Menuet of the same symphony may form the con-

clusion. In the Allegretto the prevailing staccato p semi-

quaver chords are only a kind of background from which

the thematic formations of the strings stand out — almost

the direct opposite of the usual practice, which makes the

wind make such designs on a ground of strings.
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Allcgretio scherzando.

90.
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Here the wind chords are at first played in full, as

they are noted, but at the entry of the theme as much of
them is left out as is desirable for a clear rendering of

Riemann, Introduction to Playing from Score. 8
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yy ß—ß—^—ß ß—ß—ß—ß.
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I J *- 7 *

^-^-0 ä-l^ ^-ji# 1-^ 0-m-m~0-»-0 »—

;^;' />/>

etc.

Similarly we have to deal with the whole movement
and, generally, with all passages of a like character.

The beginning of the Tempo di Memietto brings first

a thick-threaded U?iisono of the strings (without double-

bass) and the bassoons, which divides itself in the 2nd
bar. In the 3rd bar the powerful theme emerges, scored

thinly at first, but fully in the after -section. The horns,

trumpets, and kettle-drums are merely di rin/orza, but

still can be brought out to a certain extent. In the after-

section the flutes, doubling the c—f of the horns and
trumpets, rise to the upper octave of the violins. This,

however, must not mislead us into playing the melody,
which already proceeds in octaves, in this high position.
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Tempo di Menuetio.

92.
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Flauti
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Here again further remarks for the piano arrangement
are scarcely needed. At first we keep strictly to the no-

tation. But as the instrumentation is gradually streng-

thened, we change more and more to a thorough -bass-

like treatment of the filling parts, leaving the basses and
the melody as much as possible in their positions. Pecu-

liarities in the harmonic writing, such as the omission of

the third in bars 3 and 7, one will like to preserve. Other-

wise, however, any pedantry is quite out of place, and the

changed conditions of performance lead rightly to altered

details.
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^m <U^t
^=^^pii^»f^^=p^?
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Thus we conclude this httle Introduction. Its leading

point of view has been, as we emphasised repeatedly,

how to represent an ensemble on the piano for the pur-

pose of getting assistance from the living tone effect while

reading a score. If another object is aimed at, for in-

stance the most complete possible reproduction of a score

for listeners who do not read the score, much more satis-

factory results will be attained by having a second player,

or, better still, a second piano. If two pianos are used,

it is well to assign to one the strings, to the other the

wind instruments, so that, in the tutti, real doublings in

unison are effected. When two players are at the same
piano, such a division of the roles is, of course, impossible,

as the one will be confined to the bass, the other, to the

treble. For modern scores that freely use figurative ele-

ments and complicated combinations of themes, this kind

of score playing is much to be recommended. But it

requires two very good players who have heart and head
in the right place and are fruitful in expedients. Such,

however, have outgrown the beginner's stage for which
this booklet is intended.
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